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Roberto gonzalez red dragon karate

HUNDREDS of martial arts instructors in America guilty of sexually abusing our children. Thousands of children have been sexually victimized at Martial Arts Business, abused by hundreds and hundreds of pedophile martial arts instructors, who continue to this day due to a lack of regulation in America! Using Google and Newsbank, we have confirmed news
articles for 500+ cases of sexual abuse of minors by martial arts instructors in the United States. 500+ is just what we found using limited resources. So please note, that 500+ is just the tip of the iceberg. On this site, we present 338+ of guilty cases with full details, so as to ensure a public dialogue, education, research, and empowering authorities with the
resource to find a solution to the horrible problem of child abuse in martial arts schools. Unfortunately, there are 90+ more cases underway, of accused martial arts instructors and that is only representing cases that we could find using limited resources, as well as another 60+ cases that are more historic, which we are now investigating, to find the results.
ICEBERG TIP:338 Guilty is not the total number.338 is the number of guilty cases confirmed by our independent research, using Google and archives newsbank website!338 Confirmed Guilty = 12% of cases found guilty, of the cases we found! Tragically, this means that there are 88% more cases are out there, unreported, and even more, that are not yet
untraceable.**1 Hanson, RF et. al. 1999. Factors related to the reporting of child sexual abuseAround half of the cases of abuse involved the owner, or CO-OWNERRof Martial Arts Business.So which is expected to check the employees' background? Owner? The owner of the martial arts school was the attacker in almost half of the cases of sexual abuse!
News articles for each case are provided on this site for research and education purposes and also to create a dialogue in the community to create future legislation, to end the abuse forever. Because we are just a small team of researchers, we found only a very small part of the total amount of martial arts teacherswho are convicted pedophiles! In addition
to the more than 1,000 pedophile martial arts teachers not found in America at the moment, there are many others that simply have not been confirmed by our research! So please listen. We're just showing you a small part of what's out there right now. Our children are in danger at martial arts. The sexual abuse that happens at the Martial Arts Schools is
beyond horrible for words to describe. Some of the victims have endured decades of abuse, because in America, there is no regulation on martial arts affairs, by state governments, to prevent predators from victimization year after year. In many cases, a simple annual background check and a six-month interviewprocess could have stopped years of abuse
that some victims went through. Martial arts schools target children as the main basis for clients and have a long history of child sexual abuse: Therefore: The rules of martial arts schools will have to use the licensing requirement as strict as the requirements to open a kindergarten center.IT it is time to regulate martial arts or end it! Let's stop another decade
of abuse from happening in martial arts businesses. This page is for people looking for a Kajukenbo school or those who are currently part of one. If you have a school and want to list it, please register. If you know of a school, please instructor know that this site offers FREE listings as a public service to the Kajukenbo community. Scoll down or select
region: All regions outside the U.S. --- select the state below --- AZ CA CO FL GA HI IL KS TO MA MO MT NC NV NV NY OH OK OR PA PR SC TN TX VA WA Schools listed alphabetically by the state abbreviation then the city. There are also listings for schools outside the U.S. located at the bottom of the page. Page 2 SCHOOLS LIST SENT E-MAIL VISIT
PAGE WEB HARTA at School Description: Realty Based on Self-Defense Training, Kajukenbo. Just before I left for Manila, I noticed a familiar face sitting at Robinsons Place Foodcourt. Although he's getting older, he's still moving with precision. Well, you should. Unknown to many, he is the top cebu martial arts expert. At 75, Johnny Chiuten could break
your hand or smash your head in. But I'm more into meditation now, said Johnny, who is a retired captain with the Philippine Coast Guard. I've known Johnny for over 35 years. I used to travel to Bantanyan Island as a sales representative for the defunct Getty Oil Company to book kerosene orders from Johnny, who operated the Bantayan Bakery in 1970. At
the time, Johnny was an expert Shaolin disciple, a judo and arnis instructor and a kung fu and karate master with the Karate Association of Japan. Every time I'm in Bantayan, Johnny and I talkmore about sports than business. In fact, Johnny went to our karate club, Comando Self-Defense in Quiapo to challenge karate king Roberto Gonzales. However,
Roberto explained that he only challenged Johnny for publicity, as Roberto was filming his first Hari ng Karate film. If you don't know, I was also an extra in the film performing katas in the background. Johnny and I talked about our mutual friends, who are great karate players, would be the late Rolando Gonzales and Johnny Carranza, Tito Aquino, Omar
Camar and my sensei Matsu Miyastara, a ninth Dan Okinawan red belter. I'm sure Winnie Abu Adela Rosa of Cebu remembers these old days. Johnny also told me about his meeting with Chuck Norris and Chuck wanted to know about Johnny's other disciplines. Johnny promised me he'd teach me about meditation by saying it's time to Speaking of oldies in
the martial arts world, another name comes to mind, Aikido guru Max Tian, who is pushing 80. But never try to push him, you might land in the hospital or worse at the funeral. Key My feet have not disappointed me yet ug naay kontra, modagan modagan lang ko. Queen City Footrace postponed Race organizer Joe Deresas gave me a call the other day to
inform me that Cebu's Race Queen City Footrace scheduled for April 27 has been postponed indefinitely. Joe said another race that is said to be part of His Dadan's Kallacen will be staged. That's the problem when there is no governing body that controls the racing schedule would be AIMS, IAAF or PATAFA. For example, the Boston Marathon takes place
every third week of April, while the New York City Marathon takes place in the first week of November. You would think that the London Marathon, which took place two weeks ago, is now accepting entries for its 2009 edition. That's the appointment for you. By the way, this year's champion is Martin Lel of Kenya, who clocked 2:05:15 while on the distaff side,
was German Irina Mikitenko with a 2:24:14 clock. Expect a little more sounds like lyrics from a love song, but the Holiday Gym and Spa supervisor Annie Neric is asking runners who haven't been able to get a singlet during Holiday Gym Health Run, to wait a little longer. Annie's supplier in Manila is up to her neck coping with thousands of orders due to many
summer activities including Runnex Anniversary Run on May 4 and Pazig City 10k Run on May 3. But the supplier assured Annie that she would deliver next month. So please listen to John Denver's Annie's Song and wait a while for you Are sure to get your singlet. Business? New Circle Members Now, on the 11th year, Cebu Executive Runners Club is still
growing. Only recently have several executives signed up. The latest additions are Jun Quibranza, Dr. Mat Tipgos, Annie Neric and Johlee Jimenez. Jun operates a catering business and was a former National Champion Superwheel Canto Contest while Mat is undoubtedly one of Cebu's best surgeons. Of course, Annie and Johlee are the force behind the
birth of Holiday Gym and Spa Health Run. Both ran and finished Sinulog Misuno Shell Half Marathon earlier this year. Just recently JC Pineda, a geologist who works for Atlas Mines, also joined the club. JC is a triathlete who used to be based in Manila. legendary broadcast legend, Joe Franklin. Joe Franklin is an American radio and television personality
who is credited with hosting his first television talk show. The series began in 1951 on WJZ-TV and moved to WOR-TV from 1962 to 1993. Known as the King of Nostalgia, Franklin's television and radio shows, especially a cult favorite for cable viewers and his Memory Lane radio programs, focused on old-fashioned show-business personalities. Franklin has
an encyclopedic knowledge of music, musicians and singers, performances on Broadway, movies and entertainment stars of the first half of the 20th century, and is a recognized authority on silent film. He began his entertainment career at 16 as a recording selector for Martin Block's popular Make Believe Ballroom radio program. Among Franklin's idols, so
he frequently Viewers were Al Jolson, whom he literally followed around as a New York teenager, and Eddie Cantor, who eventually started buying jokes from young Franklin and whose Carnegie Hall later showed Franklin produced. Franklin would delight his audience with his trivia about the most obscure entertainers of past generations and the equally
unknown up-and-comers of the present. His guests ranged from novelty artists such as Tiny Tim and Morris Katz to popular entertainers such as Bill Cosby and Captain Lou Albano to legends such as Bing Crosby, Charlie Chaplin, John Wayne, Marilyn Monroe, Cary Grant, John Lennon and Yoko Ono, but frequently included (sometimes on the same panel)
unknown local New York punk bands, self-published authors, lounge imitators , and would be giving the show a surreal atmosphere that was part of his appeal. Many of today's well-known talents, such as Woody Allen, Barbra Streisand and Julia Roberts got their first television show on the Joe Franklin Show. Others, notoriously shy of live interviews, made
frequent appearances on Franklin's programs: Frank Sinatra, for example, appeared four times. Joe's Franklin's adorable and funny personeven prompted comedian Billy Crystal to emulate NBC Saturday Night Live for four years. In addition to the TV talk show, Joe appeared regularly with Conan O'Brien. He is also seen on The David Letterman Show, Live
With Regis and Kathy Lee, and has been mentioned several times on the hit cartoon series The Simpsons. Joe starred himself in the films Manhattan, Ghostbusters, Twenty Ninth Street, Broadway Danny Rose, and was featured in The New York Times, Newsday, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Post, and The Village Voice. He was recently honored
by the Television and Radio Museum. I recently created a special Joe Franklin Show YouTube channel and am currently in the process of uploading many of the hundreds of thousands of interviews Joe Franklin has conducted. Enjoy! Joe Franklin's Classic Interviews and Videos from Joe Franklin recalls... are also available on BLIP.
TV.__________________________________________ USA WARLORD MARTIAL ARTS MAGAZINE WELCOME ___________________________________ At the age of 15, Soto signed with Click Model Management and began modeling during the summer holidays. A few weeks after signing, she traveled to Paris, where she appeared in a layout for
Vogue shot by Bruce Weber. She returned to Northampton after the summer to resume her studies and will continue to model occasionally until she graduated from high school. [3] It later appeared on the covers of American and British Vogue, British Elle, Mademoiselle, Glamour and Self. [4] She also appeared in her first video with her ex-boyfriend Nick
Kamen, Each Time You Break My Heart of Madonna, directed by Tony Viramontes. [3] Soto and Kamen were often used as Ray Petri: fashion stylist and creator of '80s London Boy look. [editing] In 1988, when Soto returned to the United States, she auditioned and was given the role of India in her feature film debut, Spike of Bensonhurst, a comedy starring
Sasha Mitchell and Ernest Borgnine. In 1989, she was cast as Lupe Lamora, in the film License to Kill with James Bond, starring Timothy Dalton and as Maria Rivera in The Mambo Kings. [6] Soto participated in more than twenty films, including: Mortal Kombat (1995) as Kitana; Island of the Dead as Melissa O'Keefe; Piñero (2001) as Sugar, starring
Benjamin Bratt; and Ballistics: Ecks vs. Sever (2002) as Ryne with Lucy Liu and Antonio Banderas. Soto also made two appearances in the television series C-16: FBI. In 1995, she played Doña Julia, one of Johnny Depp's many love interests in the romantic comedy Don Juan DeMarco, with Depp playing the lead role. She also made an appearance in Marc
Anthony's video for I Need to Know. In 1996, Soto played the lead role in the film campy Vampirella based on the comic character. [6] [edit] Magazine Covers In 1990, Soto was chosen by people as one of the 50 best people in the world. [7] In 1995, she appeared in the sports illustrated Swimsuit Issue. [4] She was ranked #58 the Maxim Hot 100 Women of
2002. [8] Talisa Soto Posted by Eva Voorhees on September 12, 2009 Talisa Soto (born March 27, 1967) is an American model and actress of Puerto Rican descent. Soto was born Miriam Soto in Brooklyn, New York, where her parents moved from Puerto Rico in 1950. Her parents moved to Northampton, Massachusetts, when she was still just a child.
Soto's family was one of the few Puerto Rican families living in her neighborhood. She was raised and educated there, but she felt that people were being harmed against her and became lonely. Soto got her first modeling job in 1982, when she was 15. In 1985, she tried to sign with Ford's modeling agency, but was rejected because she seemed too Latin.
Soto then went and signed with Click Model Management and headed to Europe. (On a side note: Frances Grill, who owns Click, thought Miriam's name sounded too old for her. Her booker would say, tell Lisa I'll be right with her after this has happened a few times; Tell Lisa, tell Lisa, her name has evolved into: Talisa.) She established herself as one of the
top models of 1980 and was busy modeling in Italy and France. It appeared on the covers of Vogue, British Elle, British Vogue (Photographed by Lord Snowdon) Mademoiselle, Glamour and Self. She also appeared in her first video with ex-boyfriend Nick Kamen, MadonnaEach Time You Break My Heart, directed by Tony Viramontes. Soto and Kamen were
often used as models by Ray Petri: the late fashion stylist and creator 80s London Buffalo Boy look. In 1988, 1988, Soto returned to the United States, auditioned and got the role of India in her feature film debut, Spike of Bensonhurst, a comedy starring Sasha Mitchell and Ernest Borgnine. In 1989, she was cast as Lupe Lamora, in the film License to Kill with
James Bond, starring Timothy Dalton and as Maria Rivera in The Mambo Kings. Soto has participated in more than 20 films, including: Mortal Kombat (1995) as Kitana; Island of the Dead as Melissa O'Keefe; Pinero (2001) as Sugar, starring Benjamin Bratt; and Ballistics: Ecks vs. Sever (2002) as Ryne with Lucy Lui and Antonio Banderas. Soto also made
two appearances in the television series C-16: FBI. In 1995, she played Doña Julia, one of Johnny Depp's many love interests in the romantic comedy Don Juan DeMarco, with Depp playing the lead role. She also made an appearance in Marc Anthony's video for I Need to Know. In 1996 Soto played the lead role in the film campy Vampirella based on the
comic character. In 1990, Soto was chosen by People magazine as one of the 50 most beautiful people in the world. In 1995, she appeared in the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue. She was ranked #58 on the Maxim Hot 100 Women since 2002. In the 1980s, Soto lived in both London and New York with Nick Kamen. In 1997, Soto married Costas Mandylor
and they divorced in 2000. She met actor Benjamin Bratt while the two were filming Pinero and were married on April 13, 2002. The couple have two children: daughter Sophia Rosalinda Bratt, born on December 6, 2002, and a son, Mateo Bravery Bratt, born on October 3, 2005. I live in Los Angeles, California. _____________________ / /
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